Bachrach Appointed as New Dean of the School of Science

Steven Bachrach, Ph.D. was appointed as the new Dean of the School Science at the University of Northern Illinois University.

“"This was a terrific opportunity for me. This Dean position is exactly the kind of opportunity and challenge I was looking for,” said Bachrach.

He said there is already much interest in Science at the University.

“"For me, the best way for students to learn science is to do science. That means discovery, which you see in the research environment,” the Dean pointed out.

“"I haven’t actually met him or gotten to hear any of his ideas and policies but I have heard from many professors that he is very laid back and friendly,” said Kristen Jezzycki, a senior marine bio student.

New Dean continued on pg. 3

NJ Millennials Won’t Move Out

State has Highest Percentage of Young Adults in the Country Still Living at Home

According to recent Census data provided by NJ.com, New Jersey has the highest percentage in the country of millennia aged 18 to 34 that still live at home with their parents. While this may seem like a sign of decreasing independence for this generation, a closer look suggests that millennials might actually be getting smarter and safer choices.

Financially, avoiding mortgage and even rent might be a viable option for millennials who are overwhelmed with student loan debt. Nick VanDaley, a graduate student at the University, said, “Having to take out loans to go to a university has crippled [millennials] before we even begin our adult lives. While our parents established our lifestyle, while our parents establish their credit through buying homes and cars, our credit will be built upon our student loans. This comes at a price, however, as we aren’t able to afford much else.”

NJ.com also highlighted Census data that showed how New Jersey is falling behind the nation in wage growth, and Bureau of Labor Statistics data that reported a scant 1.4 percent in job growth within the state. VanDaley said, “Stagnating wages, New Jersey as the worst in the country, hinder [millennials] from being full consumers,” unlike generations of America’s past.

In addition, New Jersey’s high property taxes make home ownership for millennials even more intangible, especially those with student loan debt. Census data revealed that NJ has the highest property taxes in the country.

With an income based on meager wages, mortgage payments won’t fit in the budget. Mike Grant, a junior at the Millennials continued on pg. 3
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In support of Hispanic Heritage Month, the University is hosting Memories – Geography of a Decade: Chile 1973-1983 from Sept. 14 through Oct. 14 during the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibition is held in the Guggenheim Library room 102. The exhibition will feature photos, graphics, and posters of Chilean art.

In support of Spanish Heritage Month, the University is exhibiting a Chilean art show from the late twentieth century that has never before been seen in the U.S. The exhibition is held in the Guggenheim Library room 102.

G. Gac-Artigas spent 40 years serving as a spy for a military hand, and learned how to ‘distance [himself] from [his] mother’ in order to survive. Although the captivity brought out his hidden nights as the writer, they also taught him to be ‘tolerant and to listen to the other in order to be able to trust those who think differently.’

Priscilla Gac-Artigas, a professor of world languages and cultures, and wife of G. Gac-Artigas, is responsible for reviving the cultural expression of a nation. As part of the Monmouth family, the Gac-Artigas’ visits to Chile created the University as the perfect place to display the historical artifacts.

“As a writer, G. Gac-Artigas lays the importance of remembering Chilean history through text. Not only does it serve to preserve a country’s past, but to persuade its future. According to G. Gac-Artigas, the 70s and the 80s largely held the pursuit for societal equality. Many Latin American countries such as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, and Peru were seeking to establish a society full of equality and opportunity. ‘It was a moment in which we tried to conquer the universe armed with our dreams,’ he said. His concerns are not only of the past, but for future generations as well.

‘Remembering this period personally represents for me another humble effort of saying “never again” to the atrocities that were committed, so that a better future becomes a reality for you and your generation,’ G. Gac-Artigas said.

In the wake of his new novel, G. Gac-Artigas hopes to produce even more inspirational and informative writings. He is currently working on his next piece and said, ‘I am dreaming, doing research, taking notes, outlining characters, taking more notes, notes, that, for sure, I will forget when the beautiful moment arrives in which I will see my characters escaping from my mind to the page and begin walking on their own through unknown paths.’

P. Gac-Artigas said her husband's writing has the power to evoke wonder and understanding. ‘He makes people feel, see, smell, hear what lies between and behind the lines so they connect the dots to complete the sense of his words and enrich the story by reconstructing it with the input of their own particular experiences, feelings and thinking,’ she commented.

Karen Bright, a professor of art and design, vouched for the inspiration and beauty of the art. ‘The work is of an extremely high caliber, conveying a universal understanding of pain and suffering that is unerringly relevant—even to this day,’ she said. ‘My students and I spent an exceptional hour exploring the meaning and importance of this collection. What a loss for the arts and the University’s Hispanic Heritage Month and the start of the academic year.

The new Childhood Studies minor provides uniqueness to a student’s education that will help them in the future. ‘We are always telling our students that they need to focus on what makes their education unique. For anyone interested in making the world a better place, the place to start that endeavor is understanding and improving the lived experiences of children around the world,’ she said.
A trustee of Brookdale Community College was shown liking several tweets posted by a student that he believed were not written by himself. According to Brookdale administrators, the Monmouth County Prosecutor’s Office is investigating whether the account was hacked.

"I haven't written anything that is racist and I haven't liked anything racist," DiBella told the Press. "If there is some connection, I doubt that he's been lost on an island for the past two years, there were these awful posts, he's been on an island for the past two years without an Internet connection, so there's no way of knowing of what's being put on his Twitter account. It appears to me he was just censoring things that he added Nichols.

"If you have any resemblance to the type of activity that the Monmouth County Prosecutors’ Office is investigating then you should not be building your personal brand, and if you tweet, post, share, whatever, any racist comment, that information is out there."

"I think if a trustee here did that, that wouldn't be good," said Lauren Licia, a junior chemistry student. "They should either get fired or get something. I think sometimes people take it too far when they kick students out of schools for saying politically incorrect or racist things on social media, but I think if you're a trustee it's different; I think then you have to have more responsibility."

According to the Board of Freeholders, no action will be taken regarding DiBella's status as a trustee until the investigation is completed.

Brookdale Board Member Under Fire For Tweets

KERRY BREEN | COPY EDITOR

A trustee of Brookdale Community College was shown liking several tweets posted by a student that he believed were not written by himself. According to Brookdale administrators, the Monmouth County Prosecutor’s Office is investigating whether the account was hacked.

"I haven't written anything that is racist and I haven't liked anything racist," DiBella told the Press. "If there is some connection, I doubt that he's been lost on an island for the past two years, there were these awful posts, he's been on an island for the past two years without an Internet connection, so there's no way of knowing of what's being put on his Twitter account. It appears to me he was just censoring things that he added Nichols.

"If you have any resemblance to the type of activity that the Monmouth County Prosecutors’ Office is investigating then you should not be building your personal brand, and if you tweet, post, share, whatever, any racist comment, that information is out there."

"I think if a trustee here did that, that wouldn't be good," said Lauren Licia, a junior chemistry student. "They should either get fired or get something. I think sometimes people take it too far when they kick students out of schools for saying politically incorrect or racist things on social media, but I think if you're a trustee it's different; I think then you have to have more responsibility."

According to the Board of Freeholders, no action will be taken regarding DiBella's status as a trustee until the investigation is completed.
Hawks Soaring with Pride

The Outlook staff

With the most recent success of our men’s basketball team this past spring, students are curious to see if the immense increase in school spirit that emerged in the spring semester has carried over to this semester’s fall sports.

One editor said, “There was a surge of school spirit shot into the campus community [last semester] because of the success of our athletics. It really helped that they were doing well, and the bench was making headlines.”

The major publicity of our basketball team has led many students to question whether this surge in school spirit would benefit other sports in the upcoming season.

Well, the year has come and many editors agree that the school spirit and anticipation at the university has amplified for the upcoming basketball season; however, it isn’t as clear how the school spirit has affected this year’s fall sports.

One editor said, “I think the school spirit has carried over. The anticipation for this upcoming basketball season is higher than it probably has been before. [But], even though Monmouth has very good soccer teams, I feel that the build-up for those seasons was the same as in past seasons.”

Unfortunately, the other editors tend to agree that the fall sports still are not getting as much love as they deserve. Our football team is doing an incredible job recently with a current record of 2-2, but it doesn’t look like attendance has risen for their student section.

According to statistics found on the University’s athletic page, the first home football game of the 2015 season was Sept. 4 and 3,081 people attended. The first Football game of the 2016 season was Sept. 24 and there were 2,801 people in attendance.

Other teams that have yet to gain much recognition include the men’s soccer teams, but as one editor pointed out, these teams have yet to have many home games.

In the home games they have played, there have been some changes in attendance. On the other hand, the first men’s soccer game of the 2015 season was Sept. 4 and 317 people attended. The first men’s soccer game of the 2016 season was Aug. 26 and there were 1,13 people in attendance showing an increase. Yet women’s soccer has seen a decrease. There were 455 people at their first game in 2015 and only 266 people at their first game this season.

It is optimistic of us to think that the school pride and spirit we all felt as University students last semester would carry over to more sports. While it doesn’t seem like that is happening all that much, we should still make an effort to give fall sports a chance to get us excited. One editor said that she and her friends actually have started attending some fall sporting events and that a huge influence was the basketball team’s success. No matter how small the increase in attendance, any bit helps.

Our fall teams definitely deserve a better attendance. It may be too early to tell, but we should have high hopes that fall sports will get a more rowdy and involved student section. The previous basketball season should have had an effect on students and their pride in being a Hawk. Students should definitely get more involved with the fall sports and make their atmospheres as high spirited and proud as we were as a student body for last spring. How’s to getting rowdy for fall sports!
Life Lessons for an MU Student From Gossip Girl

ALEXANDRIA AFAIADOREN STAFF WRITER

Hey, West Long Branch residents! As the Fall semester is now officially in full swing, Gossip Girl has a few tips for all students looking to be as successful as ever this year and every year.

Common knowledge tells us Gossip Girl is most famous for its attractive cast and endless drama, but, there are some great takeaways that we miss amongst the Lonely Boy vs. Chuck Bass battles. Although Gossip Girl may have started in 2007, the cast proves in every outcome that Blair Waldorf taught the audience that first impressions via wardrobe say more than you think they can get by just sitting in a classroom and not participating. As the Fall semester is now officially in full swing, participation is the best ally! As the Fall semester is now officially in full swing, most of your professors went to school for over 5 years getting master’s degrees and PhD’s in their respective fields. They spent a great deal of time learning, reading, writing, and expanding their knowledge of the world so they can share it with you.

All of their experience and education is right at your fingertips; we should all be taking advantage of that. It seems like professors are crazy for assigning all this work just to torture us, but that is rarely the case. All the essays and books we are asked to do and read provide us with knowledge and the ability to create our own thoughts about that knowledge.

Another obstacle in engaging and participating in class may be shyness or anxiety, which is totally understandable. As someone who has anxiety and can be badly affected by it, I understand that it can be hard to raise your hand and speak your mind. Maybe you think you are wrong, have a dumb question, or that your opinion is stupid. The truth is, whatever you say (as long as it is thought out) will be greatly appreciated by a professor. Professors love when people say something straying from the norm, it means you are thinking outside of the box and putting great thought into it.

So, what is the point of my rant? I ask you, what is the point of having the importance of participation, not only in class, but in life. We can parrot in class to help us gain more knowledge and work with our peers to further our understanding of the world, but we can also focus on participating more in life. Don’t go by day day just going through the motions, live and be an active participant in all the crazy things life has to throw at you. That’s the only way we grow as people and become better versions of ourselves.

Test of True Love in the Limelight

ANNA BLAINE CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I was sitting in one of my English classes listening to my teacher talk about one of Shakespeare’s plays when I found out that in Gossip Girl, Jolie and Brad Pitt filed for divorce. Since it happened, there has been non-stop coverage of their messy divorce. With headlines about how they will split their assets and all these speculations about what caused their marriage to end, it is getting as much cover-age as the ongoing presiden-tial election between Trump and Clinton.

On one hand, I’m really sick and tired of the way the media constantly publicizes the personal lives of celebri-ties, but this also makes me wonder whether true love exist anymore if you’re a fa-mous figure? This question has been on my mind for a while, and I did not follow the speculations that these two actors were getting chummy off screen. I didn’t pay much attention to the buzz surrounding Hollywood’s newest couple. It was all pretty scandalous. Jennifer Anistion and Brad Pitt divorced his then wife Jennifer Aniston and about a month later he was with Jolie.

They were officially coined “Brangelina” and dubbed the hottest couple in Hollywood. It was all pretty scandalous. I think most people have a curiosity about the details when anything controversial happens; I guess like a great Shakespeare play there was enough drama and intrigue to draw anybody in. In found myself wondering how these two actors would spin this af-fair. How will they conduct themselves in a positive light after this? But, surprisingly, they seemed to handle it well.

They seemed to support each other and Pitt became a father to Jolie’s adopted son. A couple of years later they eventually had children of their own. Their story all seemed to add up to something that looked and sounds true love. The biggest test of true love, however, the biggest blimp on their radar, was when Jolie was diag-nosed with a gene that causes breast cancer, which is why they eventually had children. As Hawks, we are lucky to be a part of one of the most accept-ing communities we could ever be a part of. It is getting as much cover-age as the ongoing presiden-tial election between Trump and Clinton.

It was all pretty scandalous. Jennifer Anistion and Brad Pitt divorced his then wife Jennifer Aniston and about a month later he was with Jolie.

The truth is, whatever you say (as long as it is thought out) will be greatly appreciated by a professor. Professors love when people say something straying from the norm, it means you are thinking outside of the box and putting great thought into it.
Sparks Fly at First Presidential Debate

BREN DEN G REVE
CO-POLITICS EDITOR

Last night was the first of three presidential debates between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton held at Hofstra University and aired on CNN—where more than 80 million people tuned into the debate between the two candidates. The televised presidential debate in United States history.

Sparks flew early and often during "the debate but the candidates did not spar as hard as many would have thought. Dr. Stephen Chapman, a professor of political science, said, “We are having a lot of campus clubs and organizations. It’s really good that we’re getting students involved but he wasn’t able to do that last night. Monmouth’s Political Science Club will most likely host another debate viewing party as they did last night in Anacon Hall in the Rebecca Stafford Student Center. The viewing party had over a hundred students and associate professor, Dr. Joseph Patten, an associate professor of political science, said, “The turnout was great and it was an overall great success.” He noted that he was especially happy about it after the Rock the Vote event also hosted by the Political Science club drew so much attention earlier in the day.

‘Rock the Vote’ at Monmouth

Monmouth’s Political Science Club and the Students Activities Board worked side-by-side to host the Rock the Vote to encourage students to register to vote in the upcoming elections.

For Trump, the Director of the Kislak Real Estate Institute and political scientist Peter Reinhart said, “There are several lines of questions that may prove difficult for Mr. Trump.”

Reinhart continued, “The moderator may press him for more details on several of his proposals dealing with the economy, immigration, the wall, the Affordable Care Act, and trade agreements. So far, he has provided little detail on how he would accomplish his plans.”

Reinhart continued, “I would like to see the moderator ask him for his views on the legal and constitutional authority that would allow him to achieve his stated goals.

Additionally, Reinhart questioned the debate’s handling of the issue of civil liberties and how to stop violence may come up. Mr. Trump has proposed allowing police to ‘stop and frisk’ people the police may have concerns about. Interestingly enough, the debate was that the debate to feel out his opponent and come up with something new.

Nonetheless, Chapman concluded that the first debate is still important to the candidates who are still trying to reach out to undecided voters. Both candidates were expected to be able to answer tough questions. The ‘Rock the Vote’ event is highly controversial presidential election.

Monmouth Students gathered in Anacon Hall to watch the spirited debate between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.

Election Polling Update

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Poll</th>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Clinton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/19 Sienna College Florida Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 43</td>
<td>Clinton: 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/19 Loras College Illinois Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 47</td>
<td>Clinton: 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/18 Minneapolis Star Tribune Minnesota Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 44</td>
<td>Clinton: 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/18 Sooner Oklahoma Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 51</td>
<td>Clinton: 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/17 Morning Call/ Muhlenberg Pennsylvania Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 47</td>
<td>Clinton: 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/15 Emerson College Arkansas Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 57</td>
<td>Clinton: 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/15 Emerson College Colorado Poll</td>
<td>Trump: 42</td>
<td>Clinton: 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Polls are subject to a 3 to 5 percent margin of error.
President Paul R. Brown, the Trustees, and Faculty of Monmouth University request the honor of your presence at

FOUNDERS’ DAY
Commemorating the 50th anniversary of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s visit to our campus

Convocation Speaker: Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell
Civil Rights Advocate who Marched with Dr. King

Wednesday, October 5, 2016
three o’clock
OceanFirst Bank Center
Reception for all guests will follow on the second floor

Please RSVP by September 30, 2016
732-263-5400 or rsvp@monmouth.edu
Funded by the Jack and Lewis Rudin Distinguished Lecture Series

SHARE YOUR MONMOUTH PRIDE
AND WORK EXTRA HOURS!!

WORK THIS YEAR’S
OPEN HOUSE

Sunday, October 9, 2016
8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Attend one of the following mandatory informational meetings:

Wed. Sept. 28 @3:30pm Student Center 202A
Thurs. Sept. 29 @7:00pm Mullaney 1st Floor Lounge
Mon. Oct. 3 @7:00pm Mullaney 1st Floor Lounge
Tues. Oct 4 @4:15pm Student Center 202A
Wed. Oct 5 @3:30pm Wilson Hall 104
OR
Contact Kristin Waring in the office of Undergraduate Admission at 732-263-5870
or kwaring@monmouth.edu
DOWNLOAD THE NEW

PWR APP!

HOW TO DOWNLOAD

1) Go to the iTunes App Store or Google Play store on your smartphone
2) Search for “PWR”
3) Scroll down until you see “PWR Monmouth University”
4) Click to download the App

FEATURES

- Ways to build strength
- How to recognize concerns
- Resources to get connected

GET THE PWR APP AND...

REACH OUT. CONNECT. FEEL GOOD.

Counseling and Psychological Services, 3rd Floor, Rebecca Stafford Student Center
Tel: 732-571-7517 Email: mvcounseling@mmonmouth.edu

Internship/Majors Fair

Wednesday, October 5\textsuperscript{th}

1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Anacon Hall, 2\textsuperscript{nd} floor, Student Center

Employers Attending:

- BGCM Community Center & Sportsplex
- Clean Ocean Action
- Clean Water Action
- CSAV Systems
- Federal Bureau of Investigations
- FTI Consulting
- Gallo Wine Sales of NJ
- Girl Scouts of the Jersey Shore
- ICIMS
- Jersey Cares
- Jewish Renaissance Foundation Americorps
- Michael J. Hennessy & Associates Inc.
- Nordstrom
- Northwestern Mutual
- Social Stamma
- TEDxNarcesink.org
- The Arc of Monmouth
- The FoodBank of Monmouth and Ocean County
- Vydra
- WeisarMazars LLP
- Wilkin & Gutenplan

For more details, visit:

http://www.monmouth.edu/internshipfair/

In addition to being an event where you can meet with potential employers, the Internship/Majors fair will also give you a chance to explore academic majors options with faculty and peers from each school at Monmouth.
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Tattoo or Taboo?:
The Growing Acceptance of Tattoos in the Workplace

ZACHARY KARVELAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Throughout the years there have been changes made to the social norms in the world, especially in the 21st century. A lot of the older and more traditional ways and views have begun to fade out with the newer generations. Over the years, tattoos were considered to be taboo within our culture. They were frowned upon and not allowed in workplaces at all. One of the biggest questions for students when approaching the end of their college career and getting ready to enter the ‘real world’ is what is the next step? A job is the usual next step, but not the only one.

Do I have any connections? Where do I look? What kind of job do I want? While these questions are important, even when you find those answers, getting the job is a whole other story. You must somehow distinguish yourself amongst other applicants that are more qualified. There are many factors that come into play when landing a job or not getting that callback. But for some, it is not that they do not possess the qualifications for the job, but the simple fact that employers feel that they do not make enough of an impression.

Tattoos are a way to express your self. Individuals get inked to show professionalism. Individuals get inked to show support for their favorite sports teams, they believe in or some sort of value of theirs, maybe even a family crest or just because it looked cool. There are a million reasons to get one, and within the younger generations, they are becoming more prevalent.

Monica Cooperetti, a senior fine arts student, believes, “Tattoos have become more and more socially acceptable. Our generation is super open to them, but many people older than us are stuck in their traditional views.”

According to a Pew Research Center report, forty percent of millenials have a tattoo and the number is rising. The biggest question is will it affect their job searches or careers in the future?

There are a few different factors that come into play when it comes to the acceptance of a tattoo. Some employers have guidelines in effect that tatooed employees must abide by. The content of the body modification is very important, especially if it is visible. Paul Kelly, a junior business and marketing management student at Monmouth, has five tattoos. “I think about what I’m going to get and make sure that’s what I want because it is on your body for the rest of your life,” said Kelly.

If an employer does hire someone with a tattoo that can be seen by others, it should not be anything inappropriate or offensive. Depending on your job, some tattoos are easily hidden, and some cannot be based on their placement. If you are a banker or businessman who requires a three-piece suit, about 85% of your body is covered in clothing. However, other jobs might call for more business casual attire. The increased leniency and choice on your attire raise your chances of making your tattoo visible to the public. That is where the content of one’s tattoo becomes significant.

Tattoos have been considered a fashion trend in recent years. Whatever your reasoning is for getting a tattoo, it is good to know not all employers will close their doors. Dr. Kenneth Womack, Ph.D. Dean of the Wayne D. McMurray School of Humanities and Social Sciences, shared his view on getting inked, “It’s a personal choice.” Womack has taken part of the hiring process at two different universities and has been responsible for conducting over 200 job searches. “I’m tattoo blind. I don’t see any way it can affect their job performance or ability to carry out their work” said Womack.

Some people will say that in their field, expressiveness and creativity are welcomed, even if it’s in the form of permanent ink on your body. Others will say it is too far-fetched and not acceptable. Tattoos are ink on your body really reflect how well you can get the job done? In this day and age, it seems like the taboo is fading out. That does mean not getting a tattoo on your face is a good idea, but progress is being made on its acceptance in the workplace.

MAN’S BEST FRIEND is More Than Just a Companion

AMANDA GANDIDINO
LIFESTYLES EDITOR

“Man’s best friend” might have more benefits than just keeping you company. There are proven health benefits that pets bring, but it is on the individual level. Researchers have found after 25 years of findings that pets have an impact on the physical, mental, and emotional aspects of a person’s wellness. From decreasing stress to guiding the visually impaired, our furry friends have a tremendous impact on our lives. If you are not a pet owner, it is time to add a little puppy love.

Researchers at the University of New York at Buffalo discovered that when people were conducting a stressful task, they felt less stressed when their pet was near by. Nicole Gallagher, a sophomore psychology student adds, “When doing schoolwork, I need to have my dog nearby. Her presence calms me when I am stressed.”

Have you ever wondered why Monmouth has dogs on campus during finals week? Those puppies are brought to campus to help students during the most stressful time of the semester. Some universities are animal-friendly. It is believed to be beneficial to college students to have an animal because it gives them an opportunity to take care of not only themselves, but another living thing as well. Their presence does not only ease stress, but they also provide social support.

Christopher Hirschler, Associate Professor and Department Chair of Health and Physical Education shared his thoughts on an animal’s impact on one’s life. “Most of us experience some degree of stress, judgment, and so on. We have to manage that.”

When compared to non-pet owners, it has been discovered that with a minor in race and ethnic studies, haves higher self-esteem and are less lonely. We call our animals buddies for a reason. They promote a sense of belonging and are there for us whenever we are having a bad day. Not only do animals depend on us for caregiving, but we also depend on them. Their entire lives are devoted to pleasing their owner or master. Everyone needs that one person or thing in their life that is always constant. For some people, that thing is their pet.

Researchers at the University of Minnesota have discovered that pets have a positive impact on our lives. It is time to make your way to the pet store or local shelter to buy a fish, hamster, cat, dog or any animal that make a great companion. An animal’s presence will lessen any feelings of loneliness and provide you with a sense of purpose. Having something that is a constant in your life is that is there to love you unconditionally and depend on you is the best thing in the world. So head over to your local shelter or pet store to not only gain a pet, but a best friend that will have a positive impact on your life.
The BreakBeat Poets Visit Wilson Hall

Haley Gasparine Contributing Writer

A dash of cultural poetry, a pinch of eye-opening stories, and a crowd of new generation hip-hop all mixed together will get you The BreakBeat Poets. On Thursday, Sept. 15 authors from this revolutionary anthology performed in front of students at the University’s Wilson Hall.

The anthology featured 78 different poets from all over the country, born between 1961 and 1989. The book claimed to be the first poetry anthology by and for the hip-hop generation as it attempted to create a unified statement by poets who have been shaped by the genre’s re-shaping of American prose. Angel Nafis, Nate Marshall, Kevin Coval, and Morgan Parker, four of the BreakBeat Poets, performed a few of their most popular pieces as well as told life stories and answered questions in a Q&A after the performance. The perspective of the day for many different students, including myself.

“If I could describe tonight’s performance in just a few words, I would say that it was powerful, insightful, and provocative,” said Zach Wheatley, a junior English student. “The performance left me really opened my eyes and showed me a new perspective of daily life and what it is like to be cat-called. The poems that are written from a women’s point of view helped me to perceive the hostility and discomfort that women go through daily. It was intense but definitely a positive experience. I also really enjoyed the very hip and modern twist on poetry.”

Personally, out of the four performers, Angel’s performance resonated with me the most. Right from the start, she had the rest of the audience and myself hooked with her strong presence and confident demeanor. Her passionate voice and use of words gave me chills. As the youngest of the four poets, she had a sense of humor that really set her apart from the others. She demonstrated a steady hand in the craft of poignant, dark humor that made the line of edgy and funny. Her poetry brought the struggle for all women as well as the struggle for women of color. Her work has not only been featured in the BreakBeat Poets Anthology, but also in The Bumpus, Poetry Magazine, and more. In 2011 she represented the Loud Arts Poetry Project at both the National Poetry Slam and the Women of the World Poetry Slam. She was definitely many students’ favorite performer of the day.

“American Horror Story” is Back For a Sixth Season

The book was on sale at the event for $20 and can be found online for students interested in their work. I highly recommend any student that could not attend the event and that enjoys important modern-day art pick up a copy of the book.

Although the experience of witnessing their poems performed live is lacking from the physical work, the words themselves are powerful enough on their own to evoke similarly visceral feelings an audience member would experience with the actual show. The BreakBeat Poets are currently on a world tour as well, so be sure to find them if you are in a city near you—and don’t miss out on this unforgettable experience!
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ENTERTAINMENT

MB'S "THIS IS US" IS A SUCCESS

VICTORIA NELLI
STAFF WRITER

When the previews for NBC's latest drama This Is Us aired, the premise looked pretty simple - four people who all share the same birthday. Those four people are Jack ( Milo Ventimiglia), Randall (Sterling K. Brown), Kate (Chrissy Metz), and Kevin (Justin Hartley). They are all drastically different and are somehow all connected, which is what will be revealed later.

Jack is married to Rebecca (Mandy Moore); they are an adorable young couple who, when we meet them, are expecting triplets, or as they like to call them, The Big Three. The two of them are madly in love and have their world turned upside down when it is revealed that there are complications with her pregnancy.

Randall is married to Beth (Susan Kelechi Watson) and they have two daughters. Randall's story centers on his relationship with his birth father, William (Ron Cephas Jones). When Ran- dall was an infant his father left him outside of a fire house and never contacted him again. Ran- dall has extremely negative feelings toward his biological father and only agrees to speak with him after he hears that he is sick.

Kate is overweight which makes her sick – not just physically but emotionally as well. She wants to get help but doesn't know where to start, so she joins a support group. In the support group she meets Toby, (Chris Sullivan) a fellow member of the group who is trying to lose weight. Kate wants to keep up her relationship with him and it is revealed that Jack and Rebecca's storyline is set in the past and that Kate, Kevin, and Randall are their children all grown up.

"Dan Fogelman, the creator, also produced another one of this season's most anticipated new shows, Pitch. With multiple critical staples on his belt, I personally can't wait to see how he tackles two shows on primetime television. His two new series seem to show immense promise, making for one great fall television season. It will be interesting to see how the show works with the twist they threw at the crowd last week. The audience couldn't have predicted that the pilot is one thing, but keeping that shock and awe value week after week is another. I think This Is Us can do that and can keep people invested for the long haul. It has the same vibe that Parenthood had and that show was be- lieved to be good after the pilot. If This Is Us could do the same thing.

You can tune into This Is Us Tuesday nights at 10 p.m. EST on NBC.

Mc Miller releases "The Divine Feminine"

ALLISON PERRINE
INTERNSHIP EDITOR

Mac Miller is a 24-year-old rapper who has been putting out solo records since 2009. One of his first big songs, “Donald Trump,” generated some buzz about him and his music - including atten- tion from Donald Trump himself. Now he’s out with his fourth studio album, The Divine Feminine, which was released on Sept. 16.

The first thing that caught my attention was the title itself. In an interview with Zane Lowe on Beats 1 Radio, Mac said that this album title was, “A concept that was told to me about just the energy of the world being a female energy, the energy of the planet et... and just kind of like how that mirrors the soul of a woman, and you know, like Mother Earth and falling in love with the uni- verse.”

There are ten songs on the album – many of which talk a lot about love and desire as he had mentioned. Of the ten songs, sev- eral big name artists were fea- tured such as Kendrick Lamar, Ariana Grande, Cee Lo Green, Ty Dolla Sign, and more, which gives a variety to the types of songs on the album from all of Mac’s different influences in hip-hop. The most popular song on the album is “Daang!” which features Anderson Paak. It’s a slow- er-paced song and the first time I listened to it, it reminded me of a remix to a song that you’d hear in an elevator.

One thing to note is that Mac is currently dating Ariana Grande, a singer who was featured on this album in the song “My Favorite Part.” In an interview with a senior and market- ing student at the University of Alabama, Stiansen, a senior and market- ing student at the University of Alabama, Stiansen, a senior and market- ing student at the University of Alabama, Stiansen, a senior and market- ing student at the University of Alabama, Stiansen said, “It’s a beautiful album and it’s songs were a lot more catchy and upbeat.”

Whether you like the album or not, it seems to be an agree- ment that the album is clearly different than others that Mac has put out in the past. How- ever, although the type of songs that he created differ than other messages and tones of his other albums, the whole idea is the same; he is not trying to do a completely different style. For example, I remember when Lil Wayne tried to create a female rapper album, the cover being one being “Prom Queen,” but the audience didn’t respond all the way. I would like to see him as a long-time rap artist. In Mac Miller’s case, his new style still works for him because it isn’t a really different style, it’s just different meanings in the songs.

Another thing that caught my attention other than the mu- sic itself was the album cover. Since the album is entitled The Divine Feminine, it is no sur- prise that the cover matches the description. The background is a soft, pale pink, with an ab- stract shape in the middle. To me, this appears to be a mirror in a woman in the middle; her face is blocked out by a sky which, to me, represents beauty and grace. In the cover, this appears to be a woman and the sky, which is a combination of both of these el- ements. It is simple yet elegant and captures all that Mac Miller’s music is about. I think the album well and compliments the tone of the music in it.

If you’d like to give the album a listen, it is on sale in stores and online for about $9.99.
MOMENTS AT MONMOUTH

ABOVE:
VIEW FROM THE OUTLOOK OFFICE.
(PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLY AFANADOR)

RIGHT:
AN AFTERNOON VIEW FROM THE LIBRARY.
(PHOTO COURTESY OF LILY ZHANG)

COMPiled by: AMANDA DRENNAN

Who is your favorite athlete?

Jaime
Junior
"My favorite is Nathan Adrian from the U.S. Men's Olympic Swimming Team."

Brianna
Senior
"Brian Leech from the New York Rangers."

Ally
Junior
"Laurie Hernandez from the U.S. Women's Olympic Gymnastics Team."

Frank Fury, Ph.D.
Lecturer of English
"Eli Manning from the New York Giants."

LEFT:
WILSON HALL DOESN'T HAVE A BAD ANGLE.
(PHOTO COURTESY OF AMANDA DRENNAN)

ABOVE:
WILSON HALL ON A SUNNY DAY.
(PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLY AFANADOR)
Student Value Checking is available to students 16 through 25 years of age (legal guardian co-owner required for those between 16-18 years). Once you reach 26, we may convert your Student Value Checking to another checking product. Proof of enrollment may be required.

*Get $25 when you open a new Student Value Checking account with a $10 minimum opening deposit between June 15, 2016 and September 30, 2016 and complete 8 debit card transactions that post to your account within 60 days of account opening. Your new account needs to remain open for 90 days in an eligible product type and payment of the bonus will occur within 90 days thereafter. One bonus per customer. Students who currently have a personal checking account or who have had a personal checking account with Santander Bank in the last year are not eligible for this offer. Cannot combine with other personal checking account cash offers. Offer only available to U.S. residents. Santander team members are not eligible. Bonus is considered interest and will be reported to the IRS on Form 1099-INT.

**Other fees may apply, including a Paper Statement fee if you elect to receive paper statements. Refer to your fee schedule for details.

Santander Bank N.A. is a Member FDIC and a wholly owned subsidiary of Banco Santander, S.A. © 2016 Santander Bank, N.A. All rights reserved. Santander, Santander Bank and the Flame Logo are trademarks of Banco Santander, S.A. or its subsidiaries in the United States or other countries. MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
The HERO Campaign and Safety Day Postponed

The HERO Campaign Club is holding an event on the quad where students will be able to drive golf carts wearing drunk driving goggles.

The HERO Campaign Club also aids participants in making better decisions. It is collaboration with MUPD, Residential Life, MU Fire and Safety, Students in Recovery, Howell Fire Department, Mid Atlantic AAA, West Long Branch Fire Dept, West Long Branch Rescue Squad, Office of Residential Life, Office of Substance Awareness, Alpha Omicron Pi, Sorority and HERO Campaign For Designated Drivers Club.

The purpose of the HERO Campaign Club is to promote the use of designated drivers on campus and in its local community, raise awareness and knowledge of drunk driving throughout the Monmouth University community, and emphasize the role of safety and personal responsibility.

The event will also feature some fire safety activities such as an interactive smoke trailer, and a fire extinguishing demo. The event is also part of the SHADOW program. Senior communication student and Vice President of the club, Claire Maurer, said, “I co-founded HERO with a few other girls who are all still in the club today—Morgan Lavelle, Natoire Miller, Amanda Mauro, and Bridget McCormick. Originally Suanne was running the campaign, but we made it an official club within the last couple years. Our goal is to spread awareness of using a designated driver, and stepping up to be sober for your friends sometimes. We hold a walk two years ago, and every year we have a big award ceremony where we pick a HERO of the Year, someone nominated by students. Safety Day is a great time for students to see what drunk driving is really like. If this is a cause that interests you, reach out to any of the girls I mentioned earlier and get involved!”

Aside from this event, the HERO Campian club also promotes its message through encouraging students to save Taxi cab numbers in their cellphones, giving them an option to receive a safe ride home. In addition the club also gives away free cab vouchers in an effort to review free local transportation.

Another way the club spreads its message is by encouraging local bars and liquor stores to advertise the Hero message through hanging posters and given free sodas to designated drivers.

Club advisor and Substance Awareness Coordinator Suanna Schaad said, “It is a fun way to try to spread the word of the importance of being safe.

The HERO Campaign Club also receives its message through awareness for communication and coordination. In the event of a student being recognized every year by SGA, SGA is directly responsible for the oversight of annual funding all eligible clubs and organizations, as well as providing financial assistance to groups and individuals who wish to sponsor a special program or event.

The HERO Campaign’s mission is to promote the health and welfare of Monmouth University’s student body. The Senate meets at 2:45 pm every Wednesday during the academic year on the 3rd floor of the Rebecca Stafford Student Center. Meetings are open to the Monmouth University community.

The HERO Campaign Club also supports students in their efforts to promote the growth, understanding, awareness, and appeal of nature through the various activities they sponsor. Activities may include hiking, rafting, camping, surfing, and more. Meetings occur every Wednesday during regular meeting time in Bey Hall.

The HERO Campaign Club is holding an event on the quad where students will be able to drive golf carts wearing drunk driving goggles.

The HERO Campaign Club awards a designated driver.

The HERO Campaign Club is holding an event on the quad where students will be able to drive golf carts wearing drunk driving goggles.

The HERO Campaign Club awards a designated driver.
Starting a Business as a College Student

NICOLE INGRAFFIA CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Starting your own business and being a college student sounds nearly impossible, but it’s possible. One of the reasons for this is that if for some reason you do not love your career, you will have the freedom to start your own business. Although many people say that it’s hard to start a business during college time, it’s possible.
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As a college student, you can start your own business and be successful. One of the reasons for this is that if for some reason you do not love your career, you will have the freedom to start your own business. Although many people say that it’s hard to start a business during college time, it’s possible.
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Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi participate in "Houseless Not Homeless," an event to raise awareness for the homeless population.

DANIELLE ROMANOWSKI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When many of us think about the future of technology, innovation and the year 3000, we paint a picture with cars flying sky high above the ground. But even in the most elaborate visions of future technologies, most people also picture a driver operating those sky-high vehicles. While neither Google nor Uber are trying their hand at creating a flying car, they are coming up with the next best thing—a driverless one.

Uber is currently testing driverless self-operating vehicles in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and are inviting passengers to come along for the ride. For many, the idea of getting into a car without a licensed driver is worrisome, but others believe this is the next big step for our society and will revolutionize the way we get around. John Morano, a professor of communication, isn’t planning on hopping into a driverless car anytime soon.

“I’m not sure I would trust this technology just yet; rather than be a Guinea pig, I’ll stick with driving myself around,” Morano explained. “But when I’m in my 80’s and when this technology isn’t new, I’ll be thrilled to be in a self-driving car so I can still go places and do things when I can’t drive myself.”

Although the creation of self-driving cars is controversial, there are many benefits for both the passengers and companies taking advantage of this advanced technology. Driverless cars and robots will help to reduce congestion on roadways as the “Dominio’s Robotic Unit” operates only on sidewalks and bicycle paths to deliver contents and reach its destination. This four-wheeled robot navigates its way through bustling towns and cities using GPS and lasers, while maintaining a steady speed of twelve miles an hour. This bot is also equipped with cameras to keep vandals and pizza thieves away from stealing its costumer’s food and beverage. Upon arrival, the robotic unit will stop in front of the designated address and wait as the hungry customer enters a four-digit code to gain access to their lunch, dinner or late night snack. Through the use of domini’s pizza bot, we can cut down on the number of cars on the road and reduce traffic in suburban areas.

There are many additional benefits to self-driving cars like Uber’s autonomous vehicle. Currently, traffic accidents kill 1.3 million people annually, and through the advancement of technology of Uber’s self-driving cars, this number could be drastically decreased. Creating a self-operating vehicle’s lives could be spared. Distracted driving would be completely eliminated through the use of self-operating vehicles, and would allow for a smoother and safer ride.

On the surface, it seems that self-driving cars would eliminate hundreds of jobs due to the lack of necessity for drivers in this industry. The necessity for an Uber employee to sit in the front seat “just in case” raises a red flag about the safety of the self-driving cars and the programming of this technology.

Autonomous vehicles and robots are also complicating commonplace, daily occurrences like driving and operating takeout. Sanantha Marrella, a senior business student, feels strongly against Domino’s self-driving robots. “I think it’s very unsafe and impersonal because pizza bots wouldn’t be able to walk up to someone’s house and ring the bell, or even operate through apartment complexes,” Marrella said. “I think it’s just creating an issue when there is nothing wrong with Domino’s delivery system to begin with.”

Despite the many benefits that self-driving cars and pizza delivery systems bring, there are still many factors that will deter people from both of these services due to safety issues and inconvenience. While the advancement of technology is always a step forward for society, complicating everyday occurrences like driving and delivering pizza should be left out of this technological equation.

MEAGHAN WHEELER
STAFF WRITER

Over the summer I was frequently in and out of cities all across the country. As I walked through the hustle and bustle of each city, a common pattern came to mind. We, as a society, have turned a blind eye to the homeless. I decided to test this “pattern” out. Last week while I was in New York City I walked by Bryant park and sat. I people watched, you could say. On each corner of Bryant park there are a few homeless men, women, children and dogs just laying with cardboard signs explaining how they got there. Some say veterans, some are business men beaten down by this economy and some are mothers. Person after person passed by without a blink of an eye.

I liked to call this the numbing bystander effect (NBE). Thousands of people walk by each of these homeless men, women and children every day and they are aware of these people, but we walk by. We all take part in the NBE—you look at your phone, at your shoes, you talk to the person next to you just to avoid that split second of eye contact with a destitute beggar on the ground. The NBE is a social psychological phenomenon where people will refuse to provide aid to a victim when other people are present. The less people there are, the more likely you are to jump in and help. In urban areas, there are so many people around, that we all think, “Oh, I’m sure someone else is helping them, they have to be, right?” The answer is no. We need to break the cycle. We cannot turn away. We cannot look down. We are the problem. People love to ask the question, “What is wrong with the world?” We may never have an answer.

Well I am, we are. The problem will not disappear without us. We cannot merely adapt to the growing homeless population by having selective vision. These people are not invisible. If you are ignorant enough to believe that all of the people living in the filthy encampments are of that group, then I have a solution for you. Give them a gift card to McDonald’s or a restaurant gift card, give them the chance to feed themselves; give them a warm meal. No more excuses. If that doesn’t interest you, then hand them your leftovers, some chips or an extra toothbrush. Extending a helping hand instead of turning your back can make a huge difference in some one’s life.

Victoria Petruzzella, a junior health studies student, said “Seeing others reach out a helping hand to the needy inspired me to do that same.”

Generosity is contagious! Corey Izazaga, International Student Advisor for Global Education, shared that “Generosity creates a ripple effect. Monmouth University does try to prevent that ‘numbness’ to the homeless. We have events like Houseless Not Homeless, and the Have We Become Numb to the Homeless?

DOMINIC DELPoZZO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I have a lot of close family and friends who have been through bad times that have left them feeling like they have been abandoned by society. I have seen how much it hurts when someone is down and out, and the least you can do is try to help them. But there are some people who have been through bad times and feel like they have been abandoned by society.

I have seen how much it hurts when someone is down and out, and the least you can do is try to help them. But there are some people who have been through bad times and feel like they have been abandoned by society.
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Women’s Soccer Opens up MAAC Conference Play 2-0

JOHN SORCE
SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s soccer team began their MAAC Conference play and are off to a 2-0 start after defeating Marist 3-2 on Sept. 17 and taking an early 4-0 lead in a 4-1 win over Bucknell at Riverdale, NY on Sept. 24. Both teams played a scoreless first half, but the offense woke up on the second half for the blue and white, scoring three goals in the final 45 minutes.

Redshirt freshman forward Madie Gibson scored her first career goal from 20 yards out of a pass from junior forward Rachael Ivanivciski to open the scoring. That was followed eight minutes later with a goal by senior forward and MAAC Offensive Player of the Year Alexis McTenny. Sophomore forward/midfielder Alli DeLuca scored the third and final goal at the 73 minute mark, which was assisted by freshman forward Anna Lazor. It was her third goal of the season, which leads the team.

In the second half we performed to our ability as a team. We received numerous contributions from so many different players, which is a tribute to the depth of our team,” Turner said.

Field Hockey Defeats Bucknell, Improves to 8-2

CHRIS FITZSIMMONS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Hawks entered the weekend ranked as the number 14 team in the country in the NCAA Ratings Percentage Index (RPI), which measures a team based on their conference and non-conference play and its strength of schedule. Once again Monmouth was home to the MAAC Defensive Player of the Week with senior forward Rachael Ivanivciski earning the rewards respectively.

Senior forward Rachel Ivanivciski scored the game-winning goal against Loyola.

The Hawks are now 8-2 overall with a loss to Drexel on Sept. 24. With the win the Hawks improved to 4-0-1 at home, let alone on the road, something that they played extremely well. We created a lot of good chances and I was pleased with getting the three points on the road.”

The Hawks are now 8-2 all-time against the Leopards. These two teams were unbeaten in their last 12 conference openers (10-0-2).

The Monmouth University field hockey team continued to impress as they improved this weekend to a record of 8-2 and hold on to their lead in the MAAC. The Hawks went 1-1 overall with a loss to Drexel on Friday and a victory over Bucknell on Sunday.

Drexel got off to a hot start in the game baring a goal within the first two minutes. Monmouth was able to answer with a goal by freshman forward Josephine van der Hoop, who was named MAAC Rookie of the Week, when she tied the game six minutes later. From there the game would continue as a stalemate until the Dragons were able to score on a corner shot right as time expired before the half.

Coming out of the half Drexel added another goal, again within two minutes of the start and extended their lead by two. Sophomore mid-fielder Gab Girardi scored her first goal of the season at the 44:29 mark making it 2-0. However it was all Drexel from there and they would tall the final two goals of the game and walk off the field with the 5-2 win.

“The game was a lot of fun with a fantastic game plan,” Head Coach Carla Figlio said. “They outplayed us to every ball. We are going to look to regroup and clean up some things as we get ready for Sunday.”

Group rates did they and on Sunday afternoon, the Blue and White were able to record their fifth shutout of the season and first victory over Bucknell since 2004, blanking the Bison 2-0. With the win the Hawks improved to a record of 8-2-0. The ball was kind of in the lights so I didn’t see it too well, but I just thought about getting my body on it and then getting a shot off and luckily it went in,” DeLuca said.

Loyola took the lead in the second half at the 59th minute, but the Hawks responded when senior forward Michael Ivanivciski found the net after a pass from Ross, tying the game at two.

But Loyola took advantage of a hand ball in the penalty area for Monmouth and Loyola’s Morgan Crable beat Lavan with a penalty kick in the 72nd minute to nail the game winner for the Greyhounds.

“I think that we didn’t compete as we could have and we were a step slow as far as anticipation,” Turner said. “I don’t think we took advantage of an opportunity to play at home in front of our fans.”

The Hawks (4-1-2, 0-0-0) return to the pitch tonight as they travel to New York to face Old Northeast Conference rival Fairfield Dickinson at 7 p.m. They return to The Great Lawn on Saturday, Sept. 25, where they will host the MAAC Preseason Championship and two consecutive conference games to end the regular season, when they take on Saint Peter’s at 7 p.m.

The Hawks came out the half looking to make some adjustments to try and get back in the game to get the scoring.
Men’s and Women’s Golf Tee Off Fall Season

JOHN SORCE  SPORTS EDITOR

The Monmouth University men’s and women’s golf teams have got their fall seasons underway. The men have竞争力 in one event so far, while the women have竞争力 in two.

The men placed 12th out of 14 teams in their opening tournament of the fall campaign, the Central Connecticut Invitation al in New Britain, CT. The Hawks carded 73-148-321 for a total of 542. They were no shots away from a seventh-place finish.

The Hawk women posted a score of 70-76-75-221. Freshman Erin DiDonato and senior Tommy Whalen led the team. DiDonato shot 79 and 78, totaling 157. Whalen shot 44-40 and finished with 84. The Hawks were 35 strokes behind Whalen, posting the 36-hole event. Sophomore finishing tied for 29th overall in the event.

Senior Tommy Whalen led the men’s team with rounds of 81 and 79. Faith Garcia led MU, carding a 73-71-72-216 for a total of 85. Junior shooting 321 in the first round and 327 in the second round to finish with 648. Junior also had two scores under 80 as she shot 79 and 78, totaling 157 in the two-day event.

MU posted two rounds of 322 and finished with a share of ninth overall in the 13 team tournament. Garcia once again paced the blue and white, shooting 70-79 and 79 to finish with 228. Junior Erin DiDonato also had two scores under 80 as she shot 79 and 78, totaling 157 in the two-day event.

The Hawks will next tee off at Country Club in Deal on Thursday, September 29 at 7:00 am. The first round begins on the horizon. Monday, October 10 at 8 a.m. and will air on ESPN3.
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Sophomore wide receiver Reggie White Jr. scored the Hawks’ lone touchdown in the third quarter against No. 11 Charleston Southern on Saturday.

PHOTO COURTESY  of Monmouth University Athletics

But on the first play from scrimmage, sophomore wide receiver Jordan Booker ran back Mike Holloway sprinted down the far sideline for a 75-yard touchdown run, putting Monmouth in a hole they would be unable to climb out of. In the second half, we came out and gave up a long score on the first play. It put us in a situation where we had to play from behind at that point,” Callahan said. “One of the things we said going in is we didn’t want to give up big plays to them, and we gave up too many big plays today.”

The Hawks answered that score with one of their own. Sophomore quarterback Cody Williams scrambled on fourth-and-14 and heaved the ball in the end zone, where he was able to connect with sophomore wide receiver Reggie White Jr. for a 31-yard touchdown.

“I did a good job of extending the play and I was just trying to get his vision. He threw a great ball in the corner of the end zone and I caught it for a touch down,” White said.

“I had some pressure so I just stepped up to the left and Reg just kept running his route across the field,” Williams said. “I saw his hand in the air and I gave him a shot. He made a great play.”

But CSU scored 21 unanswered points from there as running backs Darius Hammond, Ben Robinson and Holloway each found the end zone to extend the Buccaneers’ lead to 35-7.

Williams finished 15-31 for 172 yards and a touchdown. Senior running back Lavan Cherry ran for 38 yards on 14 carries after missing the previous game with a shoulder injury. White hauled in four passes for 72 yards and a touchdown, while junior safety Mike Boyle recorded 10 tackles.

Monmouth (2-2, 0-1) is home again on Saturday, Oct. 1 as the Fordham Rams (2-1, 0-0) of the Patriot League visit West Long Branch. The Hawks lost at Fordham last season, 54-31.

“They’re a very explosive offense team and they strike quick,” Fordham has the ability to put up a lot of points as we saw last year. Every team on our schedule is going to have the ability to score points and most of them are very good defensive teams,” Callahan said.

Kickoff from Kessler Field will be at 1 p.m. and will air on ESPN3.
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Football Falls to No. II Charleston Southern in Home Opener

JOHN SORCE  SPORTS EDITOR

In the 24th and final home opener at Kessler Field for the Monmouth football program, the Hawks saw their losing streak reach 12 games as they fell to the Big South champions MU held Charleston Southern to just seven first half points, but the No. 11 team in the country showed why they are one of the top teams in the nation as the Buccaneers toppled the Hawks 35-7 on Saturday afternoon.

“We had opportunities early in the game to set ourselves and get a few opportunities in the first half and to be overwhelmed on the course.”

“We were only in school for two days before we had to go and make that trip so I took most of the veterans who have some experience,” men’s Head Coach Dennis Shea said. “We were six there and we had seven rounds out of the ten that were in the 70s, but nobody went low. 310 fair for our first tournament, but we have to shoot 300 or better in order to be competitive.”

Senior Tommy Whalen led the Hawks in an event for the first time in his career with rounds of 75 and 77 for a total of 152, finishing tied for 29th overall in the 36-hole event. Sophomore Drake Ferriter finished three strokes behind Whalen, posting rounds of 75 and 78 to card 153.

With the little time the team has together before going out to the first tournament, players need to make sure they are prepping throughout the summer.

“Most of us play in quite a few tournaments during the summer so we can stay sharp and in the weeks leading up to school, you start to really gruff and get your game in shape and hopefully you come in playing well,” Whalen said.

The women opened their fall season at the Navy Fall Invitational, which took place from Sept. 10-11 at Naval Academy Golf Club in Annapolis, Maryland, which is a par-72, 6,085-yard course. They finished in tenth place in the two round, 16 team event.

The men will next tee off at Country Club in Deal on Thurs day, Sept. 29. The 1:30 p.m. start also features the Quin ciania Classic in New Haven, CT. The first round begins on Monday, October 10 at 8 a.m. and round two will follow on Tues day, Oct. 11, also at 8 a.m.

PHOTO COURTESY  of Monmouth University Athletics

Junior Faith Garcia led the blue and white in each of their first two tournaments of the season.

SIDELINES

W Tennis: The women’s tennis team fell 6-1 to Wagner on Thursday, Sept. 22 at the MU Outdoor Tennis Complex. Freshman Victori a Nugent earned a three-set victory as the fourth player (6-0, 4-6, 6-1), but The Hawks return to the court on Thursday, Sept. 29 when Sacred Heart visits their West Long Branch. First serve from the MU Outdoor Tennis Complex is slated for 3:30 pm.

M Tennis: Sophomores Nicola Pipoli and Alberto Guifrfa and senior Chris tina Vieira all finished third in their singles flights in the Joe Hunt Invitational this weekend...

“It was great to see the guys compete and get our feet wet with the first set of the fall season, said first-year Men’s Head Coach Alex Kasarow. “We have a good group of talented guys and we as coaches are looking forward to working with them.”

Their next invite will be the Farmsworth Invitational, which will take place from Oct. 7-9 at Princeton.

UPCOMING GAMES

Wednesday, September 28
W Tennis vs. Fairfield Dickinson
Teaneck, NJ 7:00 pm

Thursday, September 29
M Golf at 1:30 pm
Hospital Outdoor
Deal, NJ

W Tennis vs. Sacred Heart
West Long Branch, NJ 3:30 pm

Saturday, October 1
Men’s and Women’s XC
Paul Short Run at Lehigh University
Bethlehem, PA 9:30 am

Football vs. Fordham
West Long Branch, NJ 1:00 pm

MSCC at Saint Peter’s*
Jersey City, NJ 2:00 pm

JSCC at Saint Peter’s*
West Long Branch, NJ 4:00 pm

Sunday, October 2
M Golf at 9:00 am
Binghamton Invitational
Aptachin, NY

FH vs. Cornell
West Long Branch, NJ 1:00 pm

Monday, October 3
M Golf at 9:00 am
Binghamton Invitational
Aptachin, NY

*conference games
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Sophomore forward/midfielder Alli DeLuca scored her team-leading third goal of the season on Saturday, Sept. 24 in Monmouth’s 3-0 win against Manhattan.